
RIBBERNZ – a better cat toy
(Pat. Pend)

Thank you for your purchase!

RIBBERNZ are handmade locally from high quality materials. These 

materials are not only safe for kitty, but are sturdy and long lasting. 
RIBBERNZ has no feathers or small pieces that could be swallowed by 

your cat causing lacerations or blockages. 

“The inside of your cat's mouth could become lacerated by feathers, and plastic bags can 
cause suffocation, choking or intestinal blockage. Your cat's sharp claws can also easily 
destroy cheap toys that contain many small, sharp parts.”  - RSPCA

“It’s not uncommon to see feathers incorporated into cat toys, but these avian amusements 
aren’t safe for kittens. Kittens learn with their mouths, and are likely to chew on anything you 
give them, so a delicate object like a feather may wind up being chomped in half, swallowed, 
and lodged in the throat or stomach. Wispy, downy feathers are especially dangerous, as they
are so small that it is hard for a person to notice that a kitten is eating them before troubles 
arise. When it comes to cat toys, it’s best to leave feathers for the birds. Many cat toys on a 
wand have flexible string that gives when pulled. While the toys are a great way to exercise 
cats, if swallowed, the string can lead to dangerous consequences. If the string becomes 
detached from the wand, one end can get anchored in the cat’s mouth, either under the 
tongue or looped around a rear tooth, while the other end is swallowed. The elastic string acts
like a curtain on a curtain rod, looping around the intestines and pulling them towards the 
mouth, causing knife-like lacerations that can be fatal. ” - Pet MD

RIBBERNZ comes in a variety of colors and are interchangeable! If you 

would like to order a custom color combination (Team colors, favorite colors)
please contact thecountrycatteryal@gmail.com. You can also order online at 
thecountrycattery.com/shop. 

RIBBERNZ has a 30 day warranty. If for some reason your RIBBERNZ comes apart or 

breaks it will be replaced. 
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